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The Western Cape High Court recently issued a judgement
relating to the registered office of a company.  In terms of this
judgement and the new Companies Act of 2008, as amended,
the following should apply to a company’s registered office:

The registered address must be the address of its
PRINCIPLE office;
Principle office is defined as the premises where the

 company’s general administration is conducted;
The company’s accounting records must be retained at or

 be accessible from its registered office.
Statutory and other financial related documents
(Per  section 24 of Companies Act) should also be retrained

 at or be accessible from its registered office OR if held at
 another location, the relevant Notice of Location should be
 registered with CIPC.

Thus, should the company’s registered office not be your general
administration office (which would only be in very rare
circumstances), the registered address should be converted to
the premises of your current administrative office.  Should your
accountant/auditor/legal advisor be in possession of your
company’s statutory and financial records a Notice of Location
should be filed with CIPC.

For our clients, Wallrich & Lloyd Viljoen are currently
investigating an electronic internet option to file your company
records to enable you to have access 24/7 without the need to
store it on your premises.  As expected we would first need to
clear any security and control issues relating to such systems in
order to ensure that your documents may be confidential.  We
will inform you as soon as we have cleared our own concerns
relating to such systems.

Please feel free to contact Wallrich, should you have any queries
with regards to any Companies Act or any other compliance
issues.

Facebook advertising
Many of us have a Facebook profile. Most of us are aware that
Facebook presents businesses with an opportunity to connect
with potential customers. Few of us have worked out how best
to utilise Facebook as an effective business development and
marketing tool.

One way to use social media to market your business is by
advertising through Facebook. There are other social networks of
course, like Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+, and each offers users
the opportunity to advertise. However, Facebook has the largest
number of users.

Below are 3 ideas for a simple Facebook advertising campaign:

1. Ask questions

One of the most effective ways to promote your business on
Facebook is to ask users a question. Whether it is a survey or just
a bit of fun, users will click through in order to find out if they are
right or wrong. If you offer a prize it may be easier to encourage
users to enter an email address for future marketing purposes.

2. Choose a good picture which is relevant to your product /
service or company

Creative images together with catchy tag-lines can draw
attention from potential customers. For example, a recent IKEA
Facebook campaign used a photo of a room decorated with IKEA
products and invited users to “guess the price” of the products.

3. Know your target audience

A useful feature of Facebook adverts is that you can target your
campaign based on various user demographics such as country,
age, interests etc. For example, if you are a wedding planner
working in Pretoria, you can create a Facebook advert that is
displayed only to people who are both “engaged” and are
located in “Pretoria”. Facebook also allows you to choose how
you will be charged for your advert. You can either decide to pay
a fee each time a user clicks your advert, or pay a fee for every
1000 times the advert is shown to users.
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Micro-marketing essentially refers to business development
through networking. The idea is to identify a target market and
then build a list of contacts that you would like to do business
with from your chosen market sector.

The next task is to develop a “pitch”. This pitch is a framework
outlining what your product or service is, what benefits your
clients receive from buying your product or service and any
advantages that your product or service has over your
competitors. Make sure you write it down, refine it, rehearse it
and memorise it. Now you are prepared to go micro-marketing.

Using your list of targets you can now develop opportunities by
connecting with them through channels such as LinkedIn and
Twitter. Alternatively you can simply phone and invite them out
to lunch. Before you meet your target client, make sure to do
your research. Visit their website and view their social media
profiles in order to gain an understanding of what their product
or service requirements might be.

Once you meet the potential client you can choose how best to
deliver your prepared pitch. Depending on the situation, it may
be best not to “hard sell” the potential client. Instead, make your
pitch, don’t push for an answer and then follow up with a call or
an email a couple of days after the meeting in order to close the
sale.

Your micro marketing activities can be tracked on a simple
spreadsheet or, if you have one, your firm’s database or CRM
system. You should aim to follow up with your new contact on a
regular basis – often the best way to do this is via e-marketing
(such as monthly e-newsletters, etc). In order to develop and
maintain the relationship with your new client, aim to meet
them again on a fairly regular basis – they may even reward you
with some referral business.

Build your client base through
micro-marketing New communication technologies such as e-mail, mobile phones

and text messages are fantastic and are of real benefit to
businesses. However, we now assume that our emails always go
through, our documents are always attached and that our texts
are always received. This may not be the case. Sometimes
business people need to consider how best to communicate
within the office and with clients. With the amount of
technology at our fingertips, the art of effective communication
is often forgotten.

Be clear
Before you pass information on to others, make sure that it is
accurate and complete. This sounds very basic, but when you
assume that the other person knows what you are talking about,
you provide an opportunity for your message to be
misconstrued. If communication is not clear, confusion
can result.

Ask questions
Asking for clarification is a sign of a great communicator. Never
be afraid to ask questions to confirm that what you are hearing is
the message the other person is trying to convey.

Asking questions also tells the other person that you are
listening, that you understand, and that you are solidifying what
you have heard.

Meet face to face
E-mail and telephone calls have their place. However, if you need
to communicate with a colleague in the same office, why not go
and have a conversation directly with the person? Much of our
communication today is done without even seeing the person
who works just a short walk away. A five-minute conversation
can help them understand exactly what is required and
avoid confusion.

Listen
We have twice as many ears as mouths for a reason. Listen as
you look at the other person and focus on what they are saying,
not on your next meeting, your to-do list, or what you want to
say next. Good communication involves both speaking and
listening. In addition, when you are communicating with
someone, let them know that you are listening through your
body language and responses.

Effective communication

Cloud storage solutions

According to a leading I.T. consulting firm, the personal cloud will
replace the personal computer at the centre of users' digital lives
by 2014. So what will the impact be for businesses, and what
products and services are likely to be made available in order to
service the move to cloud computing?

Continues pg 3
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Well, the impact for businesses will be quite positive – storage
can be online rather than on a server, thereby reducing
hardware and maintenance costs for business owners and
managers.

In terms of services, Dropbox has already become popular with
business users. Google is about to launch its own product which
will compete in this space, called Google Drive. This will have an
estimated 5GB of free storage space, charging only if users need
more. Similarly, Dropbox offers 2.5GB of free storage with higher
levels of storage available for a monthly fee.

Dropbox is quite user friendly and works by installing a Dropbox
“folder” on to the client computer. Users can then simply drag
and drop files into the folder in order to store them online.
Google Drive will reportedly come with a local client and its
interface will resemble Google Docs. At the time of writing,
Google Drive is yet to launch.

Dropbox has more than 45 million users and reportedly even
turned down an acquisition offer from Apple.

Either service should work well for businesses. Those who
require larger amounts of storage can simply sign up to a
monthly fee package.

When going green Go2Natural

go2natural service offering

Relevant programmes

Continues pg 4

flexible to the needs of each
client organisation

Responsible tourism –overview
Environment / going green –overview
Staff training, events and awareness programmes
On-site assessment and action plans
Carbon footprint measurement
Green building guidelines
Women in sustainability
Sustainability –terminology 101
Additional modules unique to client

Awareness
Through presentations, workshops, training, networking
and exhibitions

Sustainable business
Green office workshops, eco-efficiency assessments,
sustainable business programmes, carbon footprint
measurements

Responsible tourism
Programmes and assessments for hotels, b&b’s,
hospitality and service industry

Sustainable building
Provide guidelines during planning and design phase to
ascertain lower environmental impact building

Green events
Measuring & minimizing the carbon footprint of events,
corporate social & environmental responsibility, team
building and learning through nature

Go2natural expo
Showcasing sustainable, eco-friendly, natural solutions
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Niki started her career as a Civil and
Structural Engineer. After completing her
MBA in 2000, she became a programme
Manager for international companies such as
Absa, Barclays, Standard Bank and Liberty
life. Her interest has always been in
environment, and she quit an 18 year
corporate career to pursue greening in

tourism and business. After consulting for Green Leaf
Environmental Standard and completing Travelife training, she
joined forces with Go2Natrual in early 2012. She is also studying
to attain her Doctorate in Environmental Management and
Responsible Tourism. Niki’s career is now focussed on what she
is most passionate about – sustainability.

Who we are
Mariella is passionate about sustainability and
combines this with her creativity to find new
ways to reduce business impact on the
environment and develop people. Mariella has
over 25 years of experience in business
management, investment, marketing and sales.
She is an entrepreneur and  co-founder of two
very successful companies, Markay

Investments and Go2Natural. Her training as a psychologist
stands her in good stead when working on community based
programmes. Mariella focuses on people development and
training, marketing and sales, green programmes, eco-
assessments and consulting.

go2greentravel / NAA-SA Partnership - On-site
 assessments for smaller accommodation
 establishments (in progress)

Financial•Services•green•product•development•with•
Industry Partners for SAE’s (in progress)
Benoni Sustainable Village Development – Green

 Building Design Input (in progress)
National Water Week Campaign on behalf of

 Sembcorp Siza Water, Umgeni Water and
iLembe Municipality
go2greenhome Workshops
Schools Awareness Day Event –

 75 children from disadvantaged schools for day’s 
outing & educational programme
Save Water Campaign Event – marketing and

 awareness campaign in Ballito
including•advertising,•flyers,•competition•and•2•
‘open days’
Green Lifestyle Presentation at the Sustainable Living &

 Indigenous Plant Fair – Midlands
Responsible Tourism short course development with

 UNISA* (in progress)
Consultancy to Ilembe Chamber ongoing

Sue studied Travel & Tourism and continued
her career in related roles, including travel
agency, tour operator, groups & incentives and
hospitality & destination marketing. Moving to
Austria in 1996, Sue broadened her interests
and skills to include Holistic Wellness, Learning
Therapy and Body Talk Access, with a special
interest in assisting children with learning and

behavioural disorders. Sue founded the successful ‘Birds of a
Feather’ (BOF Networx) networking group for women after
moving back to KZN in 2006. Sue co-founded Go2Natural with
Mariella and was subcontracted to Green Leaf Environmental
Standard, where she completed Travelife training.

VAT Blitz

Delinking VAT from transfer duty:

The limitation of the notional input tax credit to the
transfer duty payable in respect of the purchase of fixed
property from a non-vendor has been removed. The input
tax which may be deducted on the acquisition of fixed
property from a non-vendor on or after 10 January 2012
is now subject to largely the same rules applicable for the
deduction of notional input tax in respect of other
second-hand goods.

This includes limiting the input tax to the extent that there
has been actual payment of the purchase price of the
property. The amendment is not retrospective and does
not have the effect of allowing the input tax previously
denied to be deducted on properties held which were
acquired before 10 January 2012.

Adjustments for unpaid debt on inter - company loan
accounts:

Vendors who are registered on the invoice basis are
required to pay back input tax previously deducted which
relate to credit purchases which have not been paid within
a 12-month period. Relief from this adjustment is now
available to members of a group of companies under
certain conditions.
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The opinions expressed in this article are not that of Wallrich or
anyone associated with the Wallrich Group

South Africa, a country once famous for its abundant natural
resources, is now struggling to keep its diamond industry alive.
As international mineral giants acquire a vast majority of our
mines and the tough economic climate we are constantly faced
with, it seems that lavish diamonds are not a priority for most
anymore. There are widespread reports of downscaling and
closures from the hub of the South African diamond industry,
Jewel City in Johannesburg, right through to small scale diamond
merchants throughout the country. A Johannesburg jeweller, PW
Swanepoel, tells us his experiences in the jewellery industry over
the years.

PW, started his career in jewellery design by enrolling at the
University of Johannesburg in 1997 and completing his course in
1999. He graduated with 6 distinctions, won 2 design contests
and received a merit award from the university. He then went on
to do an apprenticeship at Sidersky Jewellers. During this time he
was supposed to complete his honours due to a bursary that he
was awarded, however the company backing the bursary pulled
out during the course and he was unable to complete it.
In December 2004, Sidersky Jewellers closed down and PW
started his own company, this went on until 2006 when his
largest client closed down and he was forced to seek
employment. After a brief stint at another jeweller, PW joined a
friend of his where they were one of Jenna Clifford’s
manufacturing studios. It was here that PW first encountered the
Chinese diamond business.

In 2007 PW’s business relationship with his friend ended and
they went separate ways. PW set up Synergy manufacturing
jewellers in March 2007 and opted to maintain his ties with the
Chinese. Since then PW has focused mainly on Chinese business.
“80% of my business involves Chinese tour groups. My biggest
client gets Chinese tour groups and they come and buy
diamonds.  I supply the jewellery mounts and set the diamonds
while they wait. My business is reliant on relationships with the
tour agencies” says PW.

Due to the increase in diamond shops since PW started and the
growing influence of the tour agencies, diamond shops started to
pay a per head fee for every person that entered the shop,
regardless if they bought a diamond or not. This is on top of the
38% commission on sales to the agencies, 8% commission to tour
guides, 1% commission to bus drivers and R2500.00 guide fee.
This quickly developed into a bidding process, where tour groups
went to the highest bidding diamond shop. All of these
additional costs inevitably led to a price hike on all the diamonds
sold.

“The inflated prices drastically reduced sales and we quickly lost
our reputation as a cheap option for quality diamonds. So now
we get the tourists, but they telephonically compare the prices
to those in China, and don’t buy due to the high prices”. When

South African diamonds are
losing their value

Client Feature

Continues pg 5

you add the economic situation in the West, it paints a grey
picture for the South African diamond industry.
“The Chinese are crazy about diamonds. They want them so
much and because of their economic situation, they have grown
aware of competitive prices. They still buy, but not from the
diamond shops in South Africa”

Insider news paints an equally grey picture for the valuable
commodity in this country.  The biggest jewellery manufacturer
in South Africa, Allen Muir, closed down and was apparently
bought out by a Warren Buffet company to supply Wallmart.
Bigger companies are scaling down and the smaller ones are
closing down. Pawn shops are obtaining more and more gold
these days and are selling the second hand gold to banks in
China who are desperate to get hold of the precious metal.
At further inspection it is not only the retail aspect of South
African diamonds that is suffering. De Beers has sold a large
amount of their mines and South Africa is consistently undercut
by cheaper labour costs in China, India and Botswana which has
a drastic effect on the prices of diamonds. The industry has no
choice but to downscale and attempt to adjust to its new
position in the world’s valuable commodity market.

Synergy manufacturing jewellers sell diamonds and design and
manufacture quality fine jewellery, they also do mass production
of jewellery mounts for the diamond industry.

Should you require any of these services you
can contact PW on 0721230382.

Do you want to be featured in the
Wallrich Journal?

Submit your company profile to
mark@mscom.co.za

Synergy Manufacturing Jewellers
Isle of Houghton, 11 Boundry Rd, Houghton, 2198,
Harrow court 1, 1st floor
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Wallrich gives successful
SAIPA candidate wings
Being involved in the development of young professionals in the
field of Accountancy allows Wallrich to ensure that they are at
the forefront of the industry.

By providing a platform for students and graduates to gain work
experience while completing their respective qualifications and
traineeship the company helps to grow the accounting
profession as a whole.
Wallrich would like to congratulate Dawie Hattingh, who will be
completing his traineeship for his South African Institute of
Professional Accountants (SAIPA) qualification at the end of this
month.  As with most trainees who complete their articles,
Dawie will be leaving Wallrich to start up his career in the
commercial sector.

Chrisna Roberts, Partner at Wallrich says “We wish Dawie all the
best in his future endeavours. His efforts during his time at
Wallrich are greatly appreciated and we wish him much success
as an accounting professional”.

Carrying forward assessed losses

The main requirement to carry forward assessed losses is the
need to  carry on trade during the current year of assessment
Before a company can carry forward its assessed loss from the
immediately preceding year of assessment (the “balance of
assessed loss”), it must have carried on a trade during the
current year of assessment. If it fails to do so, it will forfeit the
right to carry forward its balance of assessed loss under section
20(1)(a).

This principle was firmly entrenched in our law by the landmark
case of SA Bazaars (Pty) Ltd v CIR.2 In 1941 the appellant
company closed down its general dealer’s business. From 1941
to 1947 it did not trade, but kept itself alive by maintaining a
bank account, paying its annual duty and complying with the
Companies Act and Income Tax Act applicable at the time. In
1948 the company resumed trading and sought to set off the
assessed loss from earlier years. The court refused to allow the
company to set off its assessed loss. Centlivres CJ stated the
following:

Although the “trade” requirement may have been firmly
established, difficulties still arise in determining whether a
company’s activities constitute the carrying on of a trade.
This can happen when:

the nature of the activity itself does not fall within the
 meaning of the term “trade” as defined in section 1;
 the company’s activities have taken place before the
 commencement of trade;
 the company conducts non-trade activities after it has
 ceased trading; or
 the anti-avoidance provisions of section 103(2) apply.

- Extracted from SARS INTERPRETATION NOTE:
NO. 33 (Issue 2)

TAX TIP

“The mere fact that it kept itself alive during
that and subsequent periods does not mean
that during those periods it was carrying on a
trade. It is clear from the stated case that it
closed down its business and as long as it kept
its business closed it cannot be said to have
been carrying on a trade, despite any
intention it might have had to resume its
trading activities at a future date.”
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Tel:   +27 (0) 11 789-1011
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Web: www.wallrich.co.za

Chartered Accountants SA
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Wallrich
seminar survey

In order for us to be fully accountable, our clients have to be informed
decision makers. Wallrich will be hosting a series of client seminars to

address key issues and aid our clients in understanding the ever
changing, complex financial sector. These seminars will help business
people gain insight into sustainable business practices from a financial
services perspective. To develop a seminar program that will provide a
truly meaningful experience to our clients, we would appreciate your

recommendations on specific subject material. Please let us know
which topics of discussion would be of interest and most pertinent to

adding value to our current service offering.

Send your response to mark@mscom.co.za

Financial ownership
Taking charge of your financial destiny can be a challenge in these trying times. There are a myriad of factors to

contemplate, some of which may leave you destitute should you decide on the DIY option.

At Wallrich we have the experience to guide you in the right direction. Being accountable for our actions and subscribing

to the letter of the law, we can provide you with a financial direction that will provide you with transparency on your financial

affairs. We can give you the ‘heads up’ when we detect danger looming, or give you options on the way forward. Our team

of financial consultants can partner you on any strategic decisions for your business or you personally.

If you are ready to discuss your most intimate and classified financial affairs, please contact us and together we can create

a new level of ownership. A level that will make you review the past and face the future with confidence.

mailto:info@wallrich.co.za?subject=I would like to subscribe to the monthly Wallrich newsletter
mailto:info@wallrich.co.za?subject=I would like to un-subscribe to the monthly Wallrich newsletter
mailto:info@wallrich.co.za
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